The camping experience at Lake Waginger for the whole family
Life’s just great and holidays are a blast at the warmest lake in Upper
Bavaria. The unique beauty of this region is confirmed in an impressive tourist wonder, which Waging am See once experienced under no
other than the founder of Strandcamping Waging, Sebastian Schuhbeck.
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And to this day, Waging am See has a great deal to offer beyond its
history. A wide variety of shops in the town centre are ideal for a
shopping spree, the pronounced cycling and hiking network makes
sports enthusiasts’ hearts beat faster, and Lake Waginger is a great
place to unwind. Embedded in this unique region lies your Leading
Camping location in Upper Bavaria.
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Your Leading Camping location in the heart of Chiemgau: Unique in Upper Bavaria
To constantly pursue new visions and to provide our guests with outstanding service is at the heart of our concept. Our goal is to make
your personal camping dream come true.
5-star quality and a reliable ADAC super site that has been maintained
for years provide comfort at the highest level. This is where you can
enjoy every moment to the fullest and leave everyday life behind.
Finally find time for the family and create unique memories.
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That is what makes for an unforgettable holiday at your Leading Camping site at Lake Waginger.
Camping at the highest level but nevertheless a holiday dream for
everyone. Pitches embedded in nature with sizes between 80m² and
200m² with different equipment, from simple to premium, provide
a feeling of true wellbeing. In our park-like facility, there is a special
spot for everyone’s taste.
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Unwind and relax in a picturesque setting
Take in the breath-taking view across the Lake Waginger and the idyllic
mountain panorama of the Bavarian and Austrian alps from a romantic pavilion by the lake providing a feeling of tranquillity and relaxation. Experience
the fascination of this unique atmosphere!
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Where luxury is second to none
Our exemplary standards in the area of sanitation set new benchmarks.
A new noble three-sided yard with fine wall painting inside offers a
high degree of privacy due to its spacious and walled-up sanitary facilities. Our smallest guests will find their own washing paradise in a
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Viking ship, which houses the sanitary equipment in a smaller format.
Luxurious rental baths give the sanitary area yet another very private
touch and redefine standards in the camping industry.
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Feel the spirit of camping in our
rental accommodation

A true feeling of camping opens up to everyone in our
first-class rental accommodation. Even without your own
tent, caravan or motorhome, we give you the opportunity to experience the magic of camping holidays. Choose between our rental caravans, holiday apartments,
sleeping barrels or wood lodges.
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Bathing fun at the warmest lake in Upper Bavaria
A ten-hectare bathing beach with two large sunbathing lawns in the
style of a park ensure wonderful bathing pleasure and plenty of opportunities to enjoy the sun. As the warmest bathing lake in Upper
Bavaria, Lake Waginger literally turns every bather into a true water
enthusiast. Several playgrounds along the three-kilometre beach
promenade provide fun and games and perfectly round off a carefree day of bathing enjoyment.
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Strandcamping and kids – a perfect fit
A vacation full of fun and adventure for the smallest ones will ensure
a completely carefree stay for the whole family. Experience the colourful program of children‘s entertainment, romp around in the lake
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or on our playgrounds and make new friends. This is where beach
camping kids will certainly never get bored!
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Room for your individual holiday program
The Chiemgau provides endless possibilities of adding an active touch
to your holidays. For the little ones and the big ones, on the mountain
or in the valley – the Bavarian Alpine foothills provide a host of attractive destinations. Sports enthusiasts will get their money‘s worth
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with our wide selection of activities: Archery, morning gymnastics at
the lake, a gentle alpine hike or a demanding mountain tour. A game
of mini golf or football golf, a tennis match or a game of beach volleyball with other guests.
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For our four-legged guests
Our faithful four-legged companions play a special part in all holiday
planning. To ensure your dogs also have a great time, we’ve got a dog
beach, an agility course with a large freewheel and several dog sho18

wers. Because, at Strandcamping Waging am See, every family member is truly welcome.
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Enjoy Bavarian cuisine
Enjoy great regional delicacies from our kitchen while
taking in the wonderful view over Lake Waginger. The
philosophy of our restaurant is to pamper you with tradition, hospitality and cordiality.
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Holidays in Upper Bavaria – experience tradition
Camping holidays in Bavaria – that means experiencing centuries-old
customs up close. This is where you can actively get to know country
and people. Discover how tradition is firmly rooted in our region and
is regularly celebrated and cultivated. Feel the Bavarian lifestyle!
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Boundless possibilities
The Chiemgauer Land, at the foothills of the Bavarian Alps, is the ideal starting
point for a variety of day trips. After all, who would not like to explore the historic old town of Salzburg, visit the Herrenchiemsee Castle, take a boat trip on the
Königssee or discover the world‘s longest castle complex in Burghausen?
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Imprint
Strandcamping Waging am See
Sebastian Schuhbeck GmbH
Am See 1
D-83329 Waging am See
+49 (0) 8681 552
info@strandcamp.de
www.strandcamp.de
Strandcamping
Waging am See
München
Salzburg

See you soon in Waging am See!
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Your way to us

Motorway A8 Munich-Salzburg
Take exit 112 Traunstein/Siegsdorf > Follow the B306 > At roundabout head for
Waging am See > After the tunnel head right towards Waging am See >
At roundabout take the second exit towards Tittmoning >
After Waging take the second exit on your right towards Waginger See >
After 300 m turn left to the reception of the camping site

GPS

47°56’36”N, 12°44’51“E
monkey.detrimental.fasten
facebook.com/StrandcampingWaging
strandcampingwagingamsee
Photo credit:

Touristinfo Waging
Chiemgau Tourismus e.V.
Strandcamping Waging
Johann Hartl
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5 Sterne Campingparadies, Appartements & Restaurant

Book your holiday at Strandcamping Waging now
www.strandcamp.de/booking

